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Abstract: Image processing has played a vital role in every aspect of human life. The digital era is among us, and the 
evolution of digital pictures is fashioned for photo professionals and the normal photographer distinctly. With the increase 
in taking pictures and storing snapshots in digital layout, a brand new and uncharted door is open to the world of digital 
tampering. This article explores copy-move picture forgeries created digitally via surveying the present research carried out 
in this field. The overall purpose is to enhance naive tamper detection software that extends the current ways and tactics to 
be had with a forensic analyst. This paper discusses an analysis of image neighbourhood and offers necessary information 
for the design of tamper detection tools. The proposed approach deploys the sliding window based block processing and 
normalized cross correlation parameters as the matching coefficient to optimize the searchable portion in a given spatial 
domain for the possibility of copy move forgery. The retrieved experimental results tested on standard test images given 
effective results in domain of prevention and detection of image forgery.
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digital photo that circulated on the web in early 2004 
was once a picture depicting Senator John Kerry and 
actress Jane Fond a sharing a stage at a peace rally 
towards the Vietnam war1. The photograph made 
rather have an effect on, as Senator John Kerry was 
once strolling for President of US and his involvement 
within the anti-war movement got here beneath 
attack[2]. This photo was also created using digitally 
splicing collectively two separate pictures and used 
to be uncovered as a forgery when the photographer 
that took one of the customary photos came ahead. 
These incidents and many others lead us to question 
the authenticity of the plethora of digital snapshots that 
we are exposed to every day. Digital pics provide a new 
method to symbolize pics and scenes that most useful 
film and a darkroom would provide before.

In early 2004 a British soldier arrested for 
producing a forged digital photo depicting detainee 
abuse, however not than a British newspaper ran the 
holograph on the quilt of one in all its disorders [4]. 
Figure 1 depicts a sample of image forgery.

intROductiOn1. 

During the prior decade, powerful desktops, high-
decision digital cameras, and sophisticated photo-
modifying software packages have emerged as low 
priced and available to a huge quantity of people. 
For this reason, it has emerged as particularly 
straightforward to create digital forgeries that are 
hard to differentiate from legitimate portraits. These 
forgeries, if used within the mass media or courts of 
law, can have a predominant effect on our society. For 
example, an image taken for the period of the 2003 
Iraq War was released on the entrance page of the 
A.Times[1]. This photo, however, was once no longer 
reputable: it was created via digitally splicing together 
two exclusive pictures. The tampering was once 
discovered through an editor of the Hartford Courant 
who seen that some similar individuals appeared twice 
in the image. Although the manipulation appears to be 
in simple terms meant to toughen the composition of 
the picture, the photojournalist accountable for it used 
to be fired. One other high profile case of a forged 
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accepted in photograph forgeries [9]. The Marr facet 
detector follows equivalent symmetry for better 
dimension matrices of the higher order The following 
subsection shows a further, however similarly intriguing 
approaches[10].

The Spectral Analysis approaches use the force 
of Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs) and their 
capacity to acknowledge brilliance and power levels of 
a preview. The following system is used to compute 
the DFT of a given image [11]. Where f is the snapshot 
of measurement M ¥ N represented as a brightness 
function of each and everypixel.

Lukas analyzed some preliminary test snapshots 
utilizing the energy of DFTs [12]. This system makes 
it possible for one to peer areas of the picture that may 
be manipulated, by means of the amplitude of high 
frequencies of the image. Dimensional sign, tampering 
with an area of a image introduces anomalies within 
the incidence of this sign. If a regional highest within 
the high-frequency variety is the gift when performing 
a spectral evaluation, the picture may be a victim of a 
photo forgery[13]. Farid and Popescu prolong Lukas’s 
spectral evaluation strategy by way of presenting 
an encouraging method which detects sampling a 
snapshot [14]. Their processing and filtering the 
picture in an attempt to obtain high detection accuracy. 
Entirely analyzing the forgery system and its effect 
on the victim snapshot enabled Farid and Popescu to 
boost an entirely customizablemethod[15].

BlOck-BaSedpROceSSing3. 

The spatial processing of processing a given image 
becomes a hectious task when image size is very big. 
In such as cases the concept of function handle is 
usualy deployed to perform a a set of operation for 
each set of block extracted from a given image. The 
block processing is usualy deployed in two major 
pathways[16].

Basically, there are two types of block processing in 
the field of image processing. First one is the distinct 
block processing and the second one is the sliding 
block processing. In the distinct block processing, 
images are segregated into the multiple blocks and each 

  
 (a) (b)
figure 1: (a) Original image, (b) manipulated image

pRiORaRtS2. 

First-order operators are a good primary technique to 
use in photo processing and forgery detection; however 
2nd-order operators offer a designated procedure 
in the detection of picture forgeries. Second-order 
operators provide an alternative process for detecting 
what is considered a part, which enables for more 
robustness. That is true considering that second-order 
operators furnish significantly betterface localization 
established on how they calculate the threshold. 
Alternatively of calculating apart a few pixels wide, 
and as a consequence posting the quandary of settling 
on the core of an area, second-order operators try 
and protect against [5]. Second-order operators use 
Laplacian and Gaussian features to calculate the 
convolutions of the image in question. These tactics are 
strong against quite a lot of photograph degradations, 
i.e., Noise, on account that of the Gaussian perform 
[6]. Marr and Hildreth posed this procedure which 
considers for zero-crossings after convolution with 
the Laplacian and the Gaussian features. The Marr 
part detector first performs Gaussian smoothing earlier 
than convolving the photo with the Laplacian perform 
[7]. An instance of a Marr aspect detector of order 
5 x 5 is given in [8].

This mask incroporates symmetry each horizontally 
and vertically. That is due to the symmetry of the 
Gaussian operate which allows for equal steadiness 
across portions of the Picture being filtered. The 
vigor of facet detection permits the likelihood of 
detecting hidden discontinuities, which probably 
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one is distinct with respect to another one or we can 
say that it categorizes distinct blocks that are segregated 
from the image. It is further considered for processing 
any sort of image processing operations on the whole 
image and those operations are being performed by 
means of the function handle[17].

While in case of sliding block processing, the first 
of all we define a particular window size for which 
we want to process block. These are segregated from 
the image but now the main scenario that deployed in 
sliding block processing is that blocks are segregated 
into multiple blocks that exist overlapping between 
the each particular between the blocks. It can be said 
that there is region overlap between the consecutive 
blocks. It means that an element n elements then n - 1 
elements will remain the same that leads to apply an 
appropriate specific operation on a givenimage[18].

template matching4. 
Template matching is conceptually a simple method. 
We have a template to a photo, where the template is 
a sub image that contains the form we are looking for. 
Hence, we center the template on a snapshot factor 
and depend on what number of points in the template 
matched these in the photograph. The procedure is 
repeated for the entire picture, and the factor that 
resulted in the first-class match, the highest depend on, 
is deemed to be the point the place the form (given by 
the template) lies inside thesnapshot[19].

Remember that we want to find the template of 
a region within the photograph. The template is first 
placed on the foundation after which matched with 
the picture to give a rely which reflects how well the 
template matched that a part of the image at that role. 
The rely of matching pixels is accelerated by way of one 
for each factor where the brightness of the template 
suits the brightness of the photo. That is just like the 
procedure of template convolution[20]. The change 
here is that aspects within the image are matched with 
these in the template, and the sum is of the quantity 
of matching aspects versus the weighted sum of 
photography knowledge. The satisfactory suit is when 
the template is placed on the function the place the 
rectangle is matched to itself. This process may also be 
generalized to find, for example, templatesof distinctive 

size or orientation. In these circumstances, we ought 
to try the entire templates (at anticipated rotation and 
size) to examine the high-qualityfit[21].

Formally, template matching may also be outlined 
as an approach to parameter estimation. The parameters 
outline the position (and pose) of the template. We can 
outline a template as a discrete function Tx, y. This 
performs values in a window. That is, the coordinates 
of the aspects x, y ŒW.

It is observed that these equations are also the 
solution of the minimization difficulty given by[8],
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That is, maximum probability estimation is identical 
to picking the template position that minimizes the 
squared error (the squared values of the diversities 
between the template facets and the corresponding 
snapshot points). The role the place the template 
pleasant fits the picture is the estimated position of 
the template within the photo[22].

The equation depicting the minimal energy on 
further solving leads to,
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Which is equivalent to Normalized cross correlation 
being given as[9],
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a. proposed methodology
In this article we target to make an automated system 
to define a region of suspect using Normalized Cross 
Correlation coefficient and block processing operation. 
The distinct and sliding block processing methods are 
adopted as described below:
 1. Consider an input image I(x, y).
 2. Segregate I(x, y) into multiple blocks of size 

wxw using distinct (sliding) block processing 
method.
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eXpeRimental Setup and ReSultS5. 
The whole experimentation work is carried out on test 
image taken from CoMoFoD database of image forensics. 
The simulation implementation of proposed approach 
is framed in Image Processing Toolbox of Matlab 
2013a, operation on a Windows-8 platform, running at 
2.3 GHz. In this work test image is divided into multiple 
sub-blocks using both distinct and sliding window based 
methods. A part of test image is further investigated 
for the possibility of its domination in copy move 
forgery using Normalized Cross Correlation Coefficient. 
Figure 2 depicts the experimental outcome showing the 
optimization of suspected portion of test image.

From the table above it is obvious that some 
part of image is blackened in middle and right 
most column. These marker positions define the 
unsuspected region in the input image. In the further 
step of experimentation the non-mark positions are 
tested for detection of copy move forgery as shown 
by Figure 3. It represents the various locations of 
forgery as evaluated using normalized cross correlation 
coefficient with a threshold of 0.93.

It is apparent from above results that distinct block 
processing is lesser efficient to indicate the template 
location while sliding block processing methodology 
results to give a relevant view of suspected portions 
in the input image.

cOncluSiOn6. 

The digital technologies are highly impacted by various 
sorts of attacks. In image processing domain there 
are multiple type of forgeries that can be applied 
on an image. In this article we have investigated the 
performance of distinct and sliding block processing 
approaches so as to optimise the region of search 
for detection of forgery existing in an image. The 
experimental results prove that sliding block processing 
approach is more efficient than distinct block processing 
to retain the forged locations. Thus it can be concluded 
that proposed approach for detection of copy move 
forgery gives enhanced performance and can impart as 
a vital section in framework of forgery detection. The 
scale and rotation in variance is most drilling issue that 
will be focussed in our further research.

 3. For each block from distinct (sliding) block, 
let T(x, y) defines the template.

 4. Apply Normalized cross correlation for all the 
distinct block locations i, j over the image I.

 5. Threshold NCC coefficient matrix D(i, j) using 
a threshold value of .93.

 6. Set the intensity values as zero of those D(i, j) 
location’s whose number of match is found 
less than two and else is set to unity.

 7. Mask up input image I(x, y) by multiplying it 
with D(i, j).

The deployment of step 1 to 7 finally darkens up 
non suspected region and visualizes only the suspected 
portion of input image I for possibility of copy move 
forgery.

Test Image Suspected Region using
Distinct Block Processing

Suspected region using 
Sliding block processing

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

figure 2: extraction of optimized region of forgery using 
distinct and sliding block processing. three set 
of test images (a), (b) and (c) are investigated for 
an automated detection of forged portions. left 
most column represent the original image, middle 
column shows the non-masked region as forged 
portion and right most shows the non-masked 
region obtained using sliding block processing 
operation.
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Original Image Detected forged regions

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
figure 3: for a set of four test images (a), (b), (c) and (d). 

left column represent the original test images and 
right column show the copy-move forged regions.
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